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Abstract—The development is taking place in the software engineering, especially in the field of development there is a need to use artificial intelligence techniques for building software automatically converts pseudo code to a source code by write it in a particular language based on neural network techniques. In this research, three techniques are used of neural networks to select the best neural network for converting pseudo code to source code written in Matlab version (R2013a). Depended on training and test time the best neural network type for convert pseudo code to source code is a cascade back propagation.

Index Terms—pseudo code, Back-propagation neural network, Cascade-forward back propagation neural network, Radial basis function networks, and source code.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design phase is one phase’s software development life cycle refers to the set of activities that includes specifying an algorithm for each program component the design activity that follows is limited to specifying an algorithm for this program [1]. An algorithm is a step-by-step procedure for solving a problem or accomplishing some end, especially by a computer. A good algorithm must [1]:

1. list the activities that need to be carried out
2. List those activities in the proper order.

There are two methods of algorithm description: pseudo code and flowcharts [2]. Pseudo code derived from ‘pseudo’ which means imitation and ‘code’ means instruction [3]. Pseudo code is a compact and informal high-level description of a computer programming algorithm that uses the structural conventions of a programming language, but is intended for human rather than machine reading [4]. Program Design Language (PDL), also called structured English or pseudo code [5]. The after design phase in software development life cycle is implementation phase is to develop a program that runs correctly on a computer the design phase provided a solution in the form of a pseudo code algorithm, the implementation phase Translate an algorithm into a programming language[1].

II. ADVANTAGE AND LIMITATIONS OF PSEUDOCODE

There are several Advantage and Limitations of pseudo code can be below [3].

A. Advantage

1. Its language independent nature helps the programmer to express the design in plain natural language.
2. Based on the logic of a problem it can be designed without concerning the syntax or any rule.
3. It can be easily translated into any programming language.
4. It is compact in nature and can be easily modify.

B. Limitations [3]:

1. It is unable to provide the visual presentation of the program logic.
2. It has not any standard format or syntax of writing.
3. It cannot be compiled or executed.

III. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Suvam mukherjee, Tamal Chakrabarti, 2011, suggested tried to present a translation process where the user presents a pseudo code as an input, and the output is an implementation of the pseudo code in a specific programming language. The pseudo code has to be written in XML use ALGOSmart 60 to translate this XML pseudo code into C and Java programs [6].

Anthi Karatrantou, Chris Panagiotakopoulos, 2008, suggested presents a pilot study which investigated the way prospective primary school teachers handled the process of converting an algorithm - pseudo code to a program while working with the programming environment of the Robolab programming tool of Lego Mind storms. Conclude the Lego Mindstorms environment helped and motivated them to compose the algorithm expressing it with a pseudo code in every step, and to convert it into a program in a simple and easy way [7].

Stuart Garner, 2007, suggested concerns the development of a simple tool that helps students create pseudo code and convert to the Visual BASIC code. This tool has been used and evaluated in an introductory programming unit of study. The results suggest that the tool was easy for students to use and that it helped support their learning [8].

Anne L. Olsen, 2005, suggested describe an approach that emphasizes the use of pseudo code in the introductory Computer Science, this approach is to teach students how to first develop a pseudo code representation of a solution to a problem and then create the code from that pseudo code. The
describe this use of pseudo code in CSCI 207 as a tool to teach students problem solving skills [9].

IV. NEURAL NETWORKS

This is mathematical model that tries to simulate the structure and functionalities of biological neural networks. Basic building block of every artificial neural network is artificial neuron, that is, a simple mathematical model (function). Such a model has three simple sets of rules: multiplication, summation and activation [10]. Fig. (1) Shows the function of a single neuron [11].

![Single Neuron](image)

**Fig. (1) A single neuron [11]**

there are several neural network can be used to convert pseudo code to program in matlab languages, which is explained in sections (A), (B), and (C).

**A. Back-propagation neural network**

Back propagation use supervised training algorithm for multi layer network, the input and target output has been prepared for the training process. A data error in output layer is counted using network output and target output. The data errors then back propagated to the hidden layer, resulting in weight change for the synapses heading to the hidden layer back propagation network consists of two phases, feed forward phase and backward phase [12], the Fig. (2) Shows simple three layer back propagation neural network [13].

![Back Propagation Network](image)

**Fig. (2) Back propagation network structure [13].**

The back-propagation training algorithm are shown below [13]:

**Step 1: Initialization**
Set all the weights and threshold levels of the network to random numbers uniformly distributed inside a small range.

**Step 2: Activation**
Activate the back-propagation neural network by applying inputs \( x_1(p), x_2(p), ..., x_n(p) \) and desired outputs \( y_{d1}(p), y_{d2}(p), ..., y_{dn}(p) \).

(a) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the hidden layer:
\[
y_{j}(p) = \text{sigmoid}(\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i(p) \times w_{ij} - \theta_j)
\]
where \( n \) is the number of inputs of neuron \( j \) in the hidden layer, and sigmoid is the sigmoid activation function.

(b) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the output layer
\[
y_{k}(p) = \text{sigmoid}(\sum_{j=1}^{m} x_j(p) \times w_{jk} - \theta_k)
\]
where \( m \) is the number of inputs of neuron \( k \) in the output layer.

**Step 3: Weight training**
Update the weights in the back-propagation network propagating backward the errors associated with output neurons.

(a) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in the output layer:
\[
\delta_k(p) = y_k(p) \times (1 - y_k(p)) \times e_k(p)
\]
Where
\[
e_k(p) = y_{d_k}(p) - y_k(p)
\]
Calculate the weight corrections:
\[
\Delta w_{jk}(p) = \beta \times \Delta w_{jk}(p-1) + \alpha \times y_j(p) \times \delta_k(p)
\]
Update the weights at the output neurons:
\[
w_{jk}(p+1) = w_{jk}(p) + \Delta w_{jk}(p)
\]
(b) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in the hidden layer:
\[
\delta_j(p) = y_j(p) \times (1 - y_j(p)) \times \sum_{k=1}^{m} \delta_k(p) \times w_{jk}(p)
\]
Calculate the weight corrections:
\[
\Delta w_{ij}(p) = \beta \times \Delta w_{ij}(p-1) + \alpha \times x_i(p) \times \delta_j(p)
\]
Update the weights at the hidden neurons:
\[
w_{ij}(p+1) = w_{ij}(p) + \Delta w_{ij}(p)
\]
where \( \beta \) is a positive number (0 <= \( \beta \) <1) called the momentum constant.
Typically, the momentum constant is set to 0.95.

**Step 4: Iteration**
Increase iteration \( p \) by one, go back to Step 2 and repeat the process until the selected error criterion is satisfied.

**B. Cascade-forward back propagation neural network**

Cascade-forward back propagation neural network is similar to BPNN but it includes a weight connection from the input layer to each layer and from each layer to the successive layers. The fig. (3) Shows a three-layer network has connections from layer 1 to layer 2, layer 2 to layer 3, and
layer 1 to layer 3. In the cascading neural network, there are three types of nodes: input nodes, inner nodes and output nodes. The three-layer network also has connections from the input to all three layers. The additional connections might improve the speed at which the network learns the desired relationship [14].

\[
y_i = f_i(h_i)
\]

where \(w_{ij}\) are the weights on the inputs to neuron \(i\), and \(fr\) is a symmetrical function known as the radial basis function (RBF). The most commonly used RBF is a Gaussian function:

\[
f_r(r_i) = \exp\left[-\frac{r_i^2}{\sigma_i^2}\right]
\]

where \(\sigma_i\) is the standard deviation of a distribution described by the function. Each neuron, \(i\), in the hidden layer has its own separate value for \(\sigma_i\) [11].

During unsupervised learning, the network adjusts the weights — more correctly called centers in an RBF network — so that each point (\(w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\)) represents the center of a cluster of data points in pattern space [11]. Training of an RBFN consists of two phases [16]:

1. Adjusting the RBF of the hidden neurons by applying a statistical clustering method; this represents an unsupervised learning phase.
2. Applying gradient descent (e.g., the back propagation algorithm) or a linear regression algorithm for adjusting the second layer of connections; this is a supervised learning phase.

During training, the following parameters of the RBFN are adjusted [16]:

- The \(n\)-dimensional position of the centers \(c_i\) of the RBF\(i\) (particular intermediate node \(i\)). This can be achieved by using the k-means clustering algorithm the algorithm finds \(k\) (number of hidden nodes) cluster centers which minimize the average distance between the training examples and the nearest centers.

- The deviation scaling parameter \(\sigma_i\) for every RBF\(i\); it is defined by using average distance to the nearest \(m\)-cluster centers:

\[
\sigma_i = \left(\frac{\sum_{p=1}^{m} \text{abs}(c_i - c_{ip})}{m}\right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

Where \(c_{ip}\) is the center of the \(p\)th cluster near to the cluster \(i\).

- The weights of the second layer connections.

The recall procedure finds through the functions RBF\(i\) how close an input vector \(x'\) is to the centers \(c_i\) and then propagates these values to the output layer.

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Conventions that must be followed when writing the pseudo code:

1. Write keywords of the pseudo code in lower case.
2. Each statement in pseudo code should express just one action for the computer.
3. Variable, constant and function names may be more than one word then they are joined with an underscore.
4. After and before the any word in pseudo code text has only one space or spatial character.
5. Summations and counters must be initialized to zero, and other variables that require initial values must also be initialized.

6. When write the function in the another text not the test call function and store the function same the name function in pseudo code.

The steps of training neural network are explained below:
1. The definition of a matrix containing binary numbers, each number represents a keyword in pseudo code.
2. Initialize weights (random values), set learning rate to 0.001, and error rate to 0.001.
3. Broadcast each binary numbers of the matrix to input layer.
4. Applied training of the neural network to get the output through the hidden layer using equations 1 and 2.
5. Compare the actual output of the neural network with target, show table 1, if match then stop; otherwise adjusting the weights using equations 3 to 9 and continue the learning of the neural network through steps 4 and 5 again.
6. Store the weights.

The training algorithm of Cascade neural network is same to back propagation neural network but the different the input connectioned to all successive layers. The algorithm of the Radial basis function networks are same steps but different equations 10 to 12 used between input layer to hidden layer. The steps translate the pseudo code to source code as show below:

1. Open text file for reading (pseudo code).
2. Read one line at each time and split the line into keywords.
3. Check each keyword if exist in the array then take the keyword binary number else the keyword write into output text (program) directly.
4. Load the store weights and apply neural network algorithm to get the output using equation 1 to 2.
5. Print the output of neural network into output file (program).
6. Repeat steps 2 to step 6 until read each line into text file.

The fig. (5) is shown the training of the back propagation neural network:

Fig. (5) Flowchart the back propagation neural network training for proposed system

When the fig. (6) Explain the process for converting pseudo code to source code:
Fig. (6) Flowchart for applying back propagation neural network to convert pseudo code into source code

Table 1. Training pairs of neural networks (a) input (pseudo code) and (b) target (matlab program language).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Input</th>
<th>(b) Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Selection statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. select case, case where, select, or case of.</td>
<td>switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case else, others, or default.</td>
<td>otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case close, end switch, end select, end case, end if, or endif.</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case where text expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case value1 Block1</td>
<td>switch variable case 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case value2 Block2</td>
<td>any statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case value3 Block3</td>
<td>case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default Block4 Endcase</td>
<td>any statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. if / then*</td>
<td>otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if condition then</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block end if if condition then</td>
<td>if b~=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block else if condition then</td>
<td>any statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false block endif if condition then</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endif</td>
<td>if a&lt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if condition1 then</td>
<td>any statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block elseif condition2</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block else</td>
<td>any statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endif</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. if / then*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if condition then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block end if if condition then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true block else if condition then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false block endif if condition then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endif</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Loop statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. do while or do while enddo, end do, end while, endwhile, end loop, next, endfor, or end for. dowhile condition Block enddo</td>
<td>while variable&gt;10 any statement; end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. do for, dofor, loop, loop for, do forever, or doforever. to, downto, to, down to, or step dofor i= start to finish step number Block Endfor</td>
<td>for variable =1:2:10 any statement; end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sequence statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. write, output ,or print:</td>
<td>disp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write variable</td>
<td>disp(variable);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write &quot; any statement &quot;</td>
<td>disp(' any statement');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. read or enter:</td>
<td>input(&quot;&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read variable</td>
<td>variable =input(&quot;&quot;);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. procedure, method, or subprogram.</td>
<td>function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method sum (variable1,</td>
<td>function sum (variable1,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
variable3 := variable1 + variable2
write variable3
mothed sum (variable1, variable2)
variable3 := variable1 + variable2
return variable3

iv. comment or //
// any statement
v. :=, is assigned or <-
variable:= value
set or initialize
set variable to value
vi. not or negation:
not variable
vii. <> or not equal
variable1 <> variable 2
viii. equal
to
variable1 = variable 2
ix. or:
variable1 > variable 2
or variable 2
< variable3
x. And:
variable1 > variable 2
and variable 2
< variable3
xi. exclusive-or:
variable3 := variable1
exclusive-or variable 2
xii. exponential, or **:
variable3 := variable1
exponential variable 2
xiii. remainder, integer modulo,
icmod:
variable3 := variable1
rem
xv. greater than
variable2)
variable3 := variable1 + variable2
write variable3
mothed sum (variable1, variable2)
variable3 := variable1 + variable2
return variable3

variable3 := variable1 greater
than variable 2

xix. greater than or equal to
variable3 := variable1 greater
than or equal to variable 2
xx. less than
variable3 := variable1 less than
variable 2
xxi. less than or equal to
variable3 := variable1 less than or
equal to variable 2
xxii exit

*the if/then not enters to the neural network because the same
input and output.

The following example is shown the result of proposed
algorithm when applying neural network techniques to
convert pseudocode into matlab program automatically:

**Pseudocode**
read b,c
do for i=1 to 5
if b greater than i then
b is assigned b remainder c
print "this is the b" b
else
b<b add 5
print b
endif
end for

**source code**
clc
clear all
close all
b=input(""");
c=input(""");
for i=1 : 5
if b > i
b = rem(b,c);
disp(\"this is the b\")
disp(b);
extelse
b=b + 5;
disp(b);
end
end

VI. CONCLUSION

Depending the on training and testing time the best type of
neural network for converting pseudo code to program is a
cascade back propagation neural network. As shown table (2).
The algorithm of neural networks are shared in the same input layer (5 nodes), one hidden layer (21 nodes), the output layer (5 nodes), and the same error rate is 0.001. but the Back propagation and Cascade back propagation is used sigmoid activation functions to get the actual output, while the Radial basis function used the linear activation functions.

Table (2): The training and test time of neural network algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neural network algorithm</th>
<th>Train time (seconds)</th>
<th>Time recall (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back propagation</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Back propagation</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matlab Radial basis function</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.4368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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